Fundamentals of Chemistry 1A – CHEM1011
Atomic Theory (proposed by John Dalton, 1808)
•
•
•

All matter consists of atoms – tiny indivisible particles of an element that cannot be created or destroyed
Atoms of one element cannot be converted into atoms of another element
Atoms of an element are identical and are different from atoms of any other element

Matter
Any physical substance which has mass and occupies space.
•

•

Can be a mixture (composed of 2 or more substances, the composition of which may vary)
o Heterogenous: is not uniform in composition, e.g. sea water, sandstone rock
o Homogenous: is uniform in composition, e.g. water, alcohol, blood plasma, mouthwash, perfume
Can be a pure substance (homogenous)
o Elements (contains atoms of only one type)
o Molecules (2 or more atoms)
o Compounds (2 or more elements joined by chemical bonds)

Occurrence of Elements in Nature
•
•
•
•

6 Noble or Inert Gases occur normally as atoms: He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, Rn
Diatomic molecules: H2, N2, F2, O2, I2, Cl2, Br2 (Mnemonic: Have No Fear Of Ice Cold Beer)
Larger molecules: S8
Large aggregates of atoms: C, Cu, Fe, Ag

Chemical symbols of the elements
•
•

One or two letters, the first is always uppercase and the second always lowercase.
E.g. C for Carbon, Ca for Calcium, Pb for Lead

Chemical Formula represents atoms present
•
•

Represents the atoms present
E.g. Methane is CH4, Ammonia is NH3, Alcohol is CH3CH2OH

Chemical equations
•
•

Represent a change of one substance to another
Word vs symbolic equation

States of Matter
•
•
•

Different states of a substance are different physical ways of packing its component particles.
A physical change is associated with a change of state.
A chemical change involves changing one substance into another.
Property

Solid

Liquid

Volume
Shape

Fixed
Fixed

Fixed
Not fixed (takes shape of
container)

Compressibility
Density
Flow
Packing & arrangement
between particles

Not easily compressible
Very dense
Does not flow easily
Closely packed in an
orderly arrangement

Not easily compressible
Dense
Flows easily
Closely packed in a
disorderly arrangement

Gas
Not fixed
Not fixed (assumes the
shape and volume of its
container)
Compressible
Not dense
Flows easily
Far apart in random
arrangement

Allotropes
•
•
•

Elements with different bonding arrangement of atoms.
Usually one form is more stable at a given temperature and pressure.
E.g. graphite, charcoal, and diamond are all allotropes of carbon.

Physical vs Chemical Properties
•

•

Physical properties: properties that a substance shows by itself, without changing or interacting with another
substance
o Colour
o Melting point
o Conductivity
o Density
o Surface tension
Chemical properties: properties of a substance that result in the formation of a new substance
o Flammability
o Corrosiveness
o Reactivity with acid

Physical vs Chemical Changes
•

•

Physical changes occur when a substance alters its physical form but NOT its composition
o The compound doesn’t change
o Chemical bonds don’t form or break
o E.g. boiling of water, freezing of wax, distillation of alcohol
Chemical changes occur when a substance(s) is converted into new substances
o The compound/allotrope changes
o Chemical bonds form or break

o

E.g. burning of H2 with O2 to give H2O, reacting zinc in hydrochloric acid, rusting of iron

Properties of Matter
•
•

An intensive property is independent of the amount of substance present
o E.g. pH, density, speed, temperature, voltage produced by a ‘dry-cell’ battery
An extensive property depends on how much of a substance you have got
o E.g. volume, total energy produced by a battery

Structure of Atoms
Dalton’s Atomic Theory, 1808 (see page 1)
J J Thomson, 1897
•

•

Studied cathode rays and found
o They were negatively charged particles
o All metals produced the same particles.
o ~ 1000 times lighter than a hydrogen atom – atoms are
divisible
o Cathode rays were later renamed electrons
Also proposed the Plum Pudding model of the atom → atom was
imaged to be a sphere of positive charge with negatively charged
electrons dotted around inside it

R A Millikan, 1909
•
•
•
•

Measured the charge of an electron
The method Millikan devised to measure the charge (e) of an
electron, is known as the Millikan’s oil drop experiment
Charge on an electron = 1.6 x 10-19 C
Mass of an electron = 9.1 x 10-31 kg

E Rutherford, 1909
•

•

1909 E Rutherford designed an experiment to test the plum
pudding model (called the Geiger-Marsden or Rutherford gold
foil experiment).
Found that:
o Atoms are mostly empty space occupied by electrons
o All the positive charge and essentially all the mass lies in
a tiny region in the centre – the nucleus
o The nucleus is made of positively charged particles,
protons, and uncharged neutrons

Chadwick, 1932
•

Found that the nucleus is more than just protons – neutrons (uncharged).

Structure of Atoms
Part of atom

Symbol
+

Proton
p or p
Neutron
n or n0
Electron
e or eProtons and neutrons are also called nucleons

Relative mass
1
1
1/1836

Relative charge
+
0
-

Elements
•
•
•

What determines the element type? The number of protons in the nucleus of the atoms.
This is the atomic number, Z.
Atomic number equals the charge of the nucleus.

Atomic Symbol
•

•

The atomic symbol, X, is uniquely related to the number of protons (atomic
number, Z), e.g.
o 2 protons (Z = 2) = helium = He
o 8 protons (Z = 8) = oxygen = O
o 26 protons (Z = 26) = iron = Fe
o 92 protons (Z = 92) = uranium = U
Atoms have no overall charge so the atomic number = number of electrons

Forces in Atoms
•

Nucleons are held together by the Strong Nuclear Force
o Only effective over very short distances
o Strong enough to overcome the repulsion between the protons

Cations and Anions
•

•

Atoms can gain electrons to form anions, e.g.
o Add 1 electron to F gives F- (F + e- → F-)
o Add 2 electrons to O gives O2- (O + 2e- → O2-)
o Add 3 electrons to N gives N3- (N + 3e- → N3-)
Atoms can lose electrons to form cations, e.g.
o Remove 1 electron from Na gives Na+ (Na → Na+ + e-)
o Remove 2 electrons from Mg gives Mg2+ (Mg → Mg2+ + 2e-)
o Remove 3 electrons from Al gives Al3+ (Al → Al3+ + 3e-)

Electromagnetic Radiation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wavelength, λ, lambda
o The distance between two adjacent identical points of the wave
Frequency, ν, nu
o The number of wave crests passing a given point per unit time
Wavelength and frequency are inversely proportional, while frequency and energy are directly proportional
All light waves travel at the same speed in a vacuum – the speed of light, C, is a constant
o 2.998 x 108 ms-1
Wavelength and frequency are related to the speed of light
o C = λν
Radiation may have the same speed, but energy can vary
The higher the frequency, the more rapidly the wave is oscillating and the higher the energy
o Energy = Planck’s constant × frequency
o E = hν
o h = 6.626 x 10-34 Js

Atomic Spectra
•
•

Atomic Emission Spectra: When an atom is supplied with energy (e.g. heat, electric current) it emits
electromagnetic radiation of a few fixed frequencies, characteristic of that element
Light emitted from a hydrogen lamp has only a few lines
o Only light of certain energies is emitted
o The pattern of lines is unique to hydrogen
o Process of emitting light from the atom is quantised (comes in discrete amounts)

The Bohr Model
•
•

•
•

Electrons in atoms can only occupy certain energy levels (orbits)
When an electron moves from one energy level to another, energy is
absorbed or emitted
o For an electron to enter a higher energy orbit, an energy input is
required, so energy is absorbed
o For an electron to enter its ground state orbit, energy needs to be
released, so energy is emitted
This energy corresponds to light of a specific energy/frequency
The number of electrons that can fit in an orbit depends on the orbit size

Electron Structures
•

Neutral atoms always have the same number of electrons and protons

Problems with the Bohr Model
•

•

•

Periodic Table has blocks of elements:
o “s block” (2 elements wide)
o “p block” (6 elements wide)
o “d block” (10 elements wide)
o “f block” (14 elements wide)
Rows are divided
o second row: 2 + 6
o third row: 2 + 6
o fourth row: 2 + 10 + 6
Atomic emission spectra becomes more complex than expected from simple orbit model

Subshells
•
•

Each shell is divided into subshells called s, p, d, f….
There is one extra subshell for each new shell
o First shell: 1s
o Second shell: 2s and 2p
o Third shell: 3s, 3p and 3d
o Fourth shell: 4s, 4p, 4d and 4f

